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Audit and 
consultancy
Your journey to best 
practice starts here



Audit and consultancy D

When you want to  
do the right thing,
we help you do  
it the right way.
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Poorly managed health and safety costs over  
£4bn around the world every day. Organisations  
can’t afford to get it wrong. 

We are a forward-thinking and dynamic organisation dedicated to 
making sure no-one is injured or made ill at work. 

For over 60 years we have been a trusted guide to excellent health, 
safety and environmental management. We have made hundreds of 
thousands of workplaces around the world safer for everyone. 

We have the expertise to guide you through the complexities of 
managing workplace health and safety. Our experience of working 
with organisations of all sizes, across every sector helps ensure that 
we can help you to meet the challenges you face and keep your 
workforce healthy and safe. 

Our audit and consultancy services provide valuable external 
validation, assurance and advice. We identify what you do well and 
provide expert advice on how to achieve the highest standards. 

Our internationally recognised audits are the most effective way to 
ensure your health, safety and environmental management systems 
reflect relevant legislative requirements. We will help you to meet the 
latest international standards and work towards best practice.  

Every employee has the right to go home from work at the end of 
each day. We’re here to help you make sure they do.

Mike Robinson 
Chief Executive

Introduction

Mike Robinson
Chief Executive
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Best practice
excellence

Best of the best

C
onsultancy

Certified Standards
Audits delivered by 
British Safety Council 
Certification Services

Gap analysis to 
 prepare for audit

Basic review  for 
multiple sites

Five Star  Occupational   
Health and Safety  Audit;  

Five Star  Environmental Audit; 
Five Star Integrated Audit;  

Five Star Process Safety Audit, 
Five Star Group Audit

Fire Safety Management Audit

Sword
and Globe
of Honour

Awards

Pre-audit, environmental and occupational 
health and Safety

Safety and Environment Systems Review
sector specific

ISO 45001 
and ISO 14001: 2015

Understand best practice and make it work for you. 

Your route to best practice will be different depending 
on where you are starting from as a business. 

Audit and consultancy journey
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Our services

We have a range of audit and consultancy services available to support 
you at every step of the way to achieve your organisation’s goals.

Consultancy
For analysis of current status, 
recommendations for improvement  
and ongoing support.

Audit
For a basic review of how effectively SHE 
management systems are being implemented.

For SHE management systems to 
be certificated to an internationally 
recognised standard.

For an in-depth, comprehensive audit 
benchmarked against current best 
practice standards.

For combined audits to gain accreditation 
against an internationally recognised standard 
and to achieve best practice status.

Audit and consultancy services

General consultancy

Pre-audit

Safety Systems Review  
– sector specific

Environment Systems Review 
– sector specific

Combined Audit

Safety management 
system services

Environmental management  
system services

Five Star Environmental AuditFive Star Occupational Health 
and Safety Audit

ISO 45001 ISO 14001

Five Star Safety, Health and 
Environmental Integrated Audit

Technical consultancy

Culture change
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Five Star Audits

Our unique Five Star Audits are the most comprehensive, 
contemporary and quantified audit processes available. 
They allow you to test your health, safety and 
environmental performance against the latest legislation, 
recognised standards and best practice techniques. 

Unlike compliance audits, our Five Star Audits give you a 
detailed report and recommendations for improvement. 

• Benchmark against the latest best practice

• Get quantified outcomes and detailed feedback

• Achieve five stars and gain eligibility to enter our 
prestigious Sword and Globe of Honour awards.

Plan

DoChe
ck

Act

Organisational  
leadership, 

commitment 
and planning

Evaluation 
and continual 
improvement

Performance 
monitoring and 
measurement

Implementation 
and operation

Five Best 
Practice 

Indicators

Achieving 5 Stars in the 
Five Star Audit is an incredible 
achievement and reinforces 
an already high standard and 
robust safety management 
system
Sudarshan Singh
HSSEQ Manager
Shapooji Pallonji Bumi Armada Offshore 
PVT LTD
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Utilised by organisations around the world to 
benchmark their health and safety management 
systems against current best practice to support 
continual improvement. 

The audit specification model includes five best practice indicators 
which are continually assessed throughout the audit process:

• Leadership

• Stakeholder engagement

• Risk management

• Organisational health and safety culture

• Continual improvement.

There is also an emphasis on an organisation’s approach to 
wellbeing, safety culture, safety leadership and participation, 
behavioural safety and how psychosocial issues are identified and 
controlled. 

Why choose the Fire Star Audit?
• Get verification and independent recognition of your health 

and safety management system(s)

• Obtain a comprehensive report outlining the findings of the  
audit, quantified outcomes and associated areas of improvement 
with detailed recommendations

• Improve health and safety performance, workforce morale  
and wellbeing

• Help towards reduced rates of accidents, injuries, ill health and 
litigation costs

• Demonstrate your success with an exclusive certificate and logo

• Enhance your reputation.

Who is it for?
It is best suited to organisations that require a detailed and objective 
evaluation of their occupational health and safety management 
system(s) and associated arrangements. 

How does it work?
The audit process assesses performance against best practice health and 
safety management indicators (including top management leadership 
and continual improvement), identifies areas of positive / negative 
practice and provides a structured route for continual improvement.

Our experienced and trained auditors will assess and verify your 
health and safety performance against the requirements of the audit 
specification through a process of:

• On-site review of relevant documentation

• Interviews/discussions with relevant stakeholders

• Operational sampling.

Five Star Occupational 
Health and Safety Audit

The audit identifies areas of strength 
and weakness, providing an overall 
score and subsequent grading, 
together with recommended further 
improvements where necessary.

Awards
Those organisations that achieve the 
maximum five star grading are eligible 
to apply for the Sword of Honour, a 
prestigious award that recognises the 
‘best of the best n occupational health 
and safety management from around 
the world.
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Five Star Process 
Safety Audit

A comprehensive and detailed audit of an or-
ganisation’s process safety management 
system and associated arrangements, against a 
contemporary best practice specification.

What is the Five Star Process Safety Audit? 
• Get external verification of the process safety management system 

to current best practice standards

• Demonstrate your commitment towards health and process safety 
responsibility and continual improvement

• Improve business efficiencies

• Obtain a structured route towards continual improvement and best 
practice. 

Who is it for?
Organisations operating within safety critical sectors who require a 
status assessment of their current process safety management system 
against a best practice model. 

How does it work?
The audit process assesses performance against best practice health and 
safety management indicators (including top management leadership 
and continual improvement), identifies areas of positive / negative 
practice and provides a structured route for continual improvement. 

Our experienced and trained auditors will assess and verify your 
process safety performance against the requirements of the audit 
specification through a process of:

• On-site review of relevant documentation

• Interviews/discussions with relevant stakeholders

• Operational sampling.

The audit identifies areas of strength and weakness, providing an 
overall score and subsequent grading, together with recommended 
further improvements where necessary.

With assistance from the 
British Safety Council, HSE 
culture is bound to improve 
at a fast pace
Debi Prasad Acharya
GM and Head of HSE
Indian Metals and Ferro Alloys Ltd. 
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Five Star  
Environmental Audit

Utilised by organisations around the world to 
benchmark their environmental management 
system(s) against current best practice to enable 
continual improvement. 

The audit specification model includes five best practice indicators 
which are continually assessed throughout the audit process:

• Leadership and commitment

• Understanding the needs and expectations of interested parties

• Identification, evaluation and management of aspects, risks and 
opportunities

• Supply chain management and outsourcing

• Continual improvement and promoting a positive environmental 
culture. 

Why choose the Five Star Environmental Audit?
• Improve your performance through implementing environmental 

best practices

• Improve your environmental management systems

• Improve resource efficiencies

• Demonstrate your commitment to environmental and sustainability 
issues

• Meet the needs of your stakeholders

• Demonstrate your commitment to customers, employees, 
suppliers, shareholders and the local community.

Who is it for?
It is best suited to organisations that require a detailed and objective 
evaluation of their environmental management system(s) and 
associated arrangements. 

How does it work?
The audit process assesses performance against best practice 
environmental management indicators (including top management 
leadership and continual improvement), identifies areas of  
positive / negative practice and provides a structured route  
for continual improvement.

Our experienced and trained auditors will assess and verify your 
health and safety performance against the requirements of the audit 
specification through a process of:

• On-site review of relevant documentation

• Interviews/discussions with relevant stakeholders

• Operational sampling.

The audit identifies areas of strength and weakness, providing an 
overall score and subsequent grading, together with recommended 
further improvements where necessary.

Awards
Those organisations that achieve the 
maximum five star grading are eligible 
to apply for the Sword of Honour – a 
prestigious award that recognises the 
‘best of the best’ in occupational health 
and safety management from around 
the world.
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Sword and Globe 
of Honour

Our Sword and Globe of Honour awards represent the pinnacle 
of achievement in the world of health, safety and environmental 
management. Each year, business sites that have achieved a five-star 
outcome in any of the following audits are invited to apply:

• Five Star Occupational Health and Safety Audit

• Five Star Environmental Audit

• Five Star Integrated Health, Safety and Environmental Audit

• Five Star Process Safety Audit

• Combined Audit (Five Star Audit + certification audit).

How do the award schemes work?
To achieve a Sword and/or Globe of Honour award, organisations will 
need to demonstrate excellence in SHE management and continual 
improvement. A five-star outcome from the relevant Five Star Audit 
process enables an organisation to be eligible to enter the award schemes.

Applications are adjudicated by an independent panel of experienced 
health, safety and environmental professionals. Overall marks are 
divided between the score achieved from the five star audit (accounts 
for up to 40%) and written responses to set question criteria 
(accounts for 60%).

With a direct link to your Five Star Audit report, these awards require 
a detailed and objective evaluation of your occupational health, safety 
and environmental management system(s) and associated arrangements.

Each year we provide support materials to help you achieve the best 
possible result. You can find these at www.britsafe.in/awards.

Why apply?
• Demonstrate your commitment to excellent standards

• Establish your position as world leaders

• Promote your achievement with the trophy, winner’s logo and 
press coverage

• Add this achievement to your tenders and corporate literature

• Motivate your workforce to strive for the highest standards. 

Sword and Globe of Honour Luncheon
Award winners are invited to join us for the annual Sword and Globe 
of Honour Luncheon in London. This is a fantastic opportunity to 
celebrate your success, showcase your achievement and be recognised 
as a world leader in health, safety and environmental management. 

Find out more at www.britsafe.in/awards

Previous winners include
Asian Paints Limited | Embassy Business Parks Limited | Lanco Power 
Limited | Larsen and Toubro Limited | Mumbai International Airport 
Limited | Reliance Industries Limited | Vedanta Limited 
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Fire Safety 
Management Audit

An in-depth examination of an organisation’s
fire safety management system(s) and 
associated arrangements. It has been devel-
oped in collaboration with fire safety experts.

Why choose the Fire Safety Management Audit?
• Get external recognition of your fire safety management 

arrangements to best practice standards

• Demonstrate your commitment towards fire safety management

• Obtain a structured route to continual improvement

Who is it for?
Any organisation that requires a status assessment of their current fire 
safety management system(s), and/or require a structured route 
towards best practice status.

How does it work?
Our experienced and trained auditors will assess and verify your fire 
safety performance against the requirements of the audit specification 
through a process of:

• On-site review of relevant documentation

• Interviews/discussions with relevant stakeholders

• Operational sampling.

You will receive a detailed report and recommendations for improvement 
where required.

8,971 people  
died in a non-
residential 
property fire in 

the past decade

Fires kill 31 times 
more people than 
they injure in 
non-residential 
property fire 

48% of all fire 
incidents were in
a non-residential 
property
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ISO 45001:2018 Audit

The first, globally developed standard for health 
and safety management system(s). It reflects current 
occupational health and safety management trends 
and techniques, and is expected to eventually replace 
up to 24 national safety standards around the world. 

Why choose it?
• Align your occupational health and safety management system(s) 

to current international trends

• Improve your performance by implementing the latest techniques

• Create a positive health and safety culture through demonstrable 
top management leadership and stakeholder participation. 

Who is it for?
Any organisation that is seeking to adopt a contemporary framework 
for their occupational health and safety management system(s), and 
who may also require external certification to confirm alignment with 
this standard. 

How does it work?
The new standard follows the high-level structure for all ISO 
management standards (Annex SL). Our experienced and trained 
auditors will assess and verify your health and safety performance 
against the requirements of the standard through a process of:

• On-site review of relevant documentation

• Interviews/discussions with relevant stakeholders

• Operational sampling.

The final report will identify any non-conformances, opportunities for 
improvement and will recommend certification (or otherwise) to the 
new standard. 

How long does certification last?
Certification is valid for three years subject to successful completion of 
annual surveillance audits. 
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Combined Five Star and 
ISO 45001 Audit

Our combined audit allows organisations to gain the 
benefits of both the consultative Five Star Occupational 
Health and Safety Management Audit and certification 
to the international standard ISO 45001.

We are in a unique position to offer a combined audit comprising of the 
benefits and comprehensive nature or the Five Star Audit as well as the 
internationally recognised ISO 45001 certification. 

Why choose choose the Combined Audit? 
• Receive detailed recommendations to help you improve your health 

and safety management system(s) and arrangements

• Gain certification to the international health and safety 
management standard ISO 45001 

• Obtain the unique combination of the comprehensive, quantified, 
recommendation-based nature of the Five Star Audit together  
with certification to the international standard ISO 45001

• Benchmark your current systems and arrangements against both 
audit requirements saving you valuable resources in the process

• Apply for the Sword of Honour award scheme if you achieve a five 
star rating. 

How does it work?
The audit process assesses performance against best practice 
environmental management indicators (including top management 
leadership and continual improvement), identifies areas of 
positive / negative practice and provides a structured route  
for continual improvement.

Our experienced and trained auditors will assess and verify your 
process safety performance against the requirements of the audit 
specification through a process of:

• On-site review of relevant documentation

• Interviews/discussions with relevant stakeholders

• Operational sampling.

The audit identifies areas of strength and weakness, providing an 
overall score and subsequent grading, together with recommended 
further improvements where necessary. The final report will also 
identify any non-conformances, opportunities for improvement and will 
recommend certification (or otherwise) to the new standard. 

Quality of assessment is 
excellent and thorough and 
gives assurance in meeting 
health & safety requirements
N J Rao
Chief-Manager-CQS
Asian paints Limited 
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Pre-audit services

Systems review
Need to know how effectively your organisation’s health, safety and 
environmental management arrangements are being implemented? Our 
review is designed to help you benchmark your systems. Available for 
safety and environmental management systems. 

Why choose it?
• Independent, un-biased review across as many sites as you wish

• Get recommendations for improvement

• Ongoing support to help you maximise efficiencies from your 
management system(s)

• Benchmark effective management between sites

• Maintain standards across your business.

Who is it for?
Any organisation that wants to understand how effectively their 
health, safety and/or environmental management system(s) is 
being implemented.

It has been developed for the following sectors, and we are able to 
tailor it for more:

• Construction

• Education

• Facilities management

• Healthcare

• Manufacturing

• Retail.

How does it work?
Our auditors will visit your site(s) that are to be included within the 
scope and will carry out a review of your safety or environmental 
management system(s) and associated arrangements. 

We provide you with a specification which contains an overview of 
each element for review, our scoring process, typical information 
required and suggested personnel for interview during the review. 

After the review you’ll receive a summary report with 
recommendations for improvement and details of how well your 
systems and arrangements are being implemented. 
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Consultancy

Developing policies and processes that safeguard 
employees is now a challenging, but essential part of 
any business strategy. 

We have six decades of experience helping organisations develop 
systems and arrangements that lead to excellent health, safety and 
environmental management. You can access a wealth of knowledge 
and best practice through our highly experienced and qualified health, 
safety and environmental practitioners. 

Technical and general consultancy services
These are bespoke services, designed in discussion with you, to 
meet your specific requirements. We allocate a practitioner to match 
your unique requirements so that they can share technical or sector-
specific experience. Consultancy can take the form of a single visit or 
ongoing support.

Who is it for?
Any organisation seeking advice and support or improve their health, 
safety and/or environmental management system(s).

What can we offer?
Our service is built around your needs but examples of some typical 
projects include:

• Developing a new health and safety or environmental management 
system

• Undertaking risk assessments 

• Policy and procedure development

• Addressing specific issues e.g. working at height. 

Five Star Audit development support program
We can help prepare organisations for the Five Star Audit. 

What can we offer?
The audit preparation support service consists of four distinct stages: 

1. Pre-audit or GAP analysis 

2. Post GAP analysis review meeting and action plan 

3. Monitoring support for implementation 

4. Five Star Audit delivery.

NOTE: We do not, under any circumstances, guarantee a five-star 
outcome to organisations that purchase this support program. We 
maintain the integrity of the audit process by using an independent 
auditor that has had nothing to do with the pre-audit support program. 
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Pre-audit advisory services
We can help you prepare for an audit by analysing your current oc-
cupational health, safety and environmental management system(s 
and arrangements. 

Who is it for?
Organisations preparing for certification or Five Star Audits, or those 
who just want a gap analysis of their current arrangements.

What can we offer?
The service can include recommendations for improvement and 
ongoing support from highly experienced and qualified advisors. 

ISO 45001 transition support service
We can help you prepare to transition to ISO 45001 with this one-day 
transition support service.

Who is it for?
Organisations whose health and safety management system is 
currently accredited to OHSAS 18001. 

Organisations who are not currently certificated to a health and safety 
management system standard, but would like to undertake the ISO 
45001 audit. 

What can we offer?
The report will identify any gaps against the requirements of the new 
ISO 45001 standard. The service focuses on leadership levels of top 
management and worker participation.

Consultancy
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Stay up to date with the latest 
news on health, safety and 
environmental management:
• Attend our events, conferences 

and exhibitions to network 
and hear about the latest 
industry best practices

• Sign up to receive regular 
email updates on the latest 
news and offers

• Subscribe to our monthly 
magazine Safety 
Management and read 
thought provoking news, 
features, profiles and opinions

• Join the conversation and 
follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn 
and Facebook.

Keep in touch
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MA188

No-one should 
be injured or 
made ill through 
their work.

British Safety Council (India) LLP
The Empire Business Centre 5th 
Floor, A Wing Hiranandani Ful-
crum 
Sahar Road 
Andheri East, Mumbai 
Maharashtra 
400099

T +91 22 62745667/68
E customer.service@britsafe.in

britsafe.in
 /britsafe.in
@britsafe 

 /company/british-safety-council-india
 youtube.com/britishsafetycouncil


